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Four ideasfor an abundant solar future

1. Valuing abundance by time and location 

2. Beneficial Electrification 

3. ‘Non-wires alternatives’

4. Systems engineering revolution?

Sun design by Freepik



Abundance

Solar will be the dominant source of future generation

NYC: 160MW of rooftop PV from 1MW in 2006

Norway’s ‘solar boom’ 

Massive curtailment of large-scale solar in California already



Time and location matter 

The importance of action being evaluated on a time-of-day basis

‣ Also with wind at night in some locations 

‣ A steepening duck curve in most locations

#emiciency aka emissions efficiency: a metric for proportional 

emissions reduction:

‣ GHGs saved (not just kWh saved)

Source: CAISO



So value time and location

VDER: Value of Distributed Energy Resources by time and 

location - at the distribution level

‣ California value stack currently includes avoided: 
- GHG, 

- T&D (transmission and distribution costs),

- generation, 

- energy, 

- ancillary services, 

- public safety costs, etc

for every Distribution Planning Area

‣ In NY - VDER complexity and lack of certainty has made the 

ROI less clear to solar developers (Solar Value Stack 

Calculator)

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator


Infrastructure for abundance

post-WWII investment in Transmission in the UK



#Beneficial Electrification

The Beneficial Electrification League defines beneficial 

electrification as: 

‣ ‘the application of electricity to end-uses that would otherwise 

consume fossil fuels (e.g. natural gas, propane, oil, gasoline) 

where doing so satisfies at least one of the three following 

conditions, without adversely affecting the other two:
- benefit the environment and reduce greenhouse gas emissions;

- save consumers money over time;

- foster a more robust and resilient grid.’

http://www.beneficialelectrification.com/

http://www.beneficialelectrification.com/


Electrifying heat, fuels

#gasexit - NL at the forefront

‘Power to X’ - the potential for synthetic fuels, such as hydrogen 

and methane, generated from renewable electricity

Long term storage needed for ‘Dunkelflaute’ 



Electrifying vehicles

‘supercomputers on wheels’ (when autonomous)

‣ In China it is two-wheelers (principally electric bicycles) and 

buses ‘driving’ electricity demand growth. 

‣ New electric planes, trains and helicopters 

‣ Electrified non-road equipment developed or under 

development: snow blowers, lawn mowers and forklifts



DER as ‘non-wires alternatives’

explicit consideration of non-wires alternatives

‣ transparency vital in regulation 

California: 

‣ 8-9 non-wires projects underway, 40-50 at RFP stage 

‣ 3-5 years ahead is the ‘goldilocks zone’ for DER to provide 

grid services 

NYC: 

‣ Brooklyn-Queens Demand Management project $US250m 

was spent to defer a $US1.2b substation

‣ Balvinder Deonarine’s view is that they are at the second 

stage in evolution of non-wires alternatives  



UK: Flexibility platforms

https://www.flexiblepower.co.uk/ - for half hourly metered 

businesses and aggregators to offer dynamic (fault response), 

restore (black/brown start) and secure (demand response) power 

by postcode.

https://www.flexiblepower.co.uk


Flexibility platforms

https://piclo.energy/makes DSO network congestion areas visible 

- and then suppliers can offer supply at the strike (spot market) 

price in those areas.

https://piclo.energy


Do we need a systems engineering 

revolution?

If you had the chance to design networks and electrical systems 

for the digital age, how would you do it? 

• Would you move from four voltage levels to two?

• Would you design for floating frequency?

How quickly will we have next generation electro-technical 

devices that can dispatch in both directions and hold electricity 

when needed?

Will we manage the supply-demand balance at household level 

with IoT - then at the  street, neighbourhood and zone substation 

level?



Disruption/Transition/Conflict 

‘Edison had taken Broadway. So Westinghouse would take Broad 

Street, Ohio. 

The lines were drawn. Everyone would have to choose a side. 

Everyone would join a network. Networks of light. Networks of 

people. Networks of power. Networks of money.’



No one know how this story will end ...

Solar is becoming abundant 

Regulatory change is slow

Electrification is challenging, time consuming - and expensive 

High stakes:

‣ emissions reduction  

‣ billions of dollars in network infrastructure

‣ (potential) billions in DER/non-network alternatives 

Can we make the most of solar abundance in time?


